DYLAN NEAL, BROOKE BURNS AND BRUCE BOXLEITNER STAR IN ‘ROUX THE DAY: A GOURMET DETECTIVE MYSTERY’ A NEW ORIGINAL PREMIERING JANUARY 19, ON HALLMARK MOVIES & MYSTERIES


Gourmet chef turned culinary sleuth Henry Ross (Neal) teams up once again with Detective Maggie Price (Burns), when the murder of an unscrupulous antiques dealer reveals that he might have been killed over a rare and valuable “Chef’s Book” long missing from a shuttered legendary San Francisco restaurant. Between Maggie’s detective work, Henry’s culinary knowledge and uncanny sleuthing ability — and the couple’s budding romance — they are a pair to be reckoned with, but only if they can avoid the killer’s ire and bring them to justice before one of them becomes the next victim.

“Roux the Day: A Gourmet Detective Mystery” is produced by Muse Entertainment. Becky Southwell, Dylan Neal, Joel S. Rice, Michael Prupas, and Steve Valentine are executive producers. Charles Cooper is producer. Mark Jean directed from a script by Becky Southwell & Dylan Neal, based on The Gourmet Detective by Peter King.
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